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SECTION ONE: BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
Purpose and Description of Project
The purpose of writing the master’s project is as follows: 1.) To explore the cultural differences
between different countries, to find the characteristics and advantages of different cultures; 2.)
To explore the communication channels of each culture and which channels of communication
are more attractive to the public Attention; 3.) After analyzing and comparing the pros and cons
of Chinese culture, think about how to use innovative methods to spread Chinese culture; and 4.)
describe how culture interacts with creativity, and the output and introduction of culture can
promote creativity.
Rationale for Selection
I like American hero movies and Disney movies very much, and there is no doubt that
everyone likes it. I also like British TV series, Japanese animation and video games very much.
Through these films, televisions, animations, and games, I have learned how many American and
British cities are like, how their residents live, and what people’s thinking may be. This is very
interesting, and people can't help but yearn for these countries and cities thousands of miles away.
For example, more than ten years ago, there was a popular phrase in China called "Meiguomeng"
which means “American Dreams”. This word means that people have dreams that are completely
different from where they are and what they think. But at the time, this was a very beautiful word.
Many people thought that the United States was a wonderful place where just like Disney movies.
They knew that this idea was unrealistic, and they would not be able to achieve their "American
Dream" in the United States. However, people still willing to give a beautiful meaning to this
word. I think this is the power of cultural output. The power of cultural output can give this
country good blessings and expectations from thousands of miles away.
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Although I have cited many examples of excellent cultural and entertainment works to
express my love for cultural output from various countries, I think that for China, it needs some
innovation to achieve excellent cultural output. This kind of innovation not only refers to the
innovation of cultural communication methods, but also refers to the innovation of cultural
content.
First of all, although China has a long history, there are many excellent and interesting
mythological novels and books, but there are many differences between them and modern
Chinese. It is not very easy for modern Chinese to read them. They must be translated and
interpreted in the world. It is not easy. Secondly, China had a cultural movement decades ago,
and some excellent traditional cultures were lost a lot in this, which caused the modern Chinese
people to not fully understand them. Third, the Chinese Internet Firewall blocks the opportunities
for Chinese residents to communicate directly with residents of other countries on the Internet.
Finally, there are many historical features in Chinese culture that are inconsistent with current
values, and content innovation must increase modern integration and acceptance.
Disney has made so many excellent animated films for so many years, but it has also
eliminated many works whose content does not conform to modern values. This also reminds us
to pay attention to the content and expression of the content we want to express when cultural
output.
Because of my love for the culture of various countries and my expectation for cultural
output, I hope to study this topic.
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SECTION TWO: PERTINENT LITERATURE & RESOURCES
Introduction
In response to the above mentioned goals, I temporarily selected the following articles. It
involves the mutual influence of some culture and innovation, the influence of excellent cultural
works, and some cultural export methods that China has implemented. This list will grow and
change as the formal essay writing.
This section two describes my beginning look at the mutual influence of some culture and
innovation, the influence of excellent cultural works, and some cultural export methods that
China has implemented. As I research more, they will be included in Section Four results.
Annotated Bibliography
What is creativity? Creativity is a phenomenon, a trait, and a methodology. There are many
definitions of creativity, and the most widely accepted is that creativity is original and valuable.
So what will affect the production of creativity? Tanner Christensen said that the three most
critical elements are: the problem, the environment, and the willingness to explore. The
environment can be subdivided into: historical environment, environmental awareness and an
environment that can accept failure. Here I want to mainly mention the historical environment. I
know that the historical environment may, to a large extent, be the same as culture.
Many creative scholars have shared this view in their articles: creativity and culture are
mutually reinforcing and closely related. Some scholars have suggested that this is because of
differences in cross-cultural innovation standards and value definitions; on the other hand, in
terms of cultural norms, cultural values and multicultural ideologies, culture will affect creativity
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(Kwan, L., Leung, A., & Liou, S, 2018). Culture has multiple effects on creativity, and different
cultures may promote creativity. Creativity can also shape culture and provide inspiration for
culture. Social background also plays an important role in creativity, and social distance in
different cultures also has an impact on creativity (Nouri, R., Erez, M., Lee, C., Liang, J.,
Bannister, B., & Chiu, W., 2015). Scholars have proved this by comparing culture, social
backgrounds and creative achievements in Chinese and Western cultures.
The social environment in Chinese culture is significantly different from that in the United
States (Nouri, R., Erez, M., Lee, C., Liang, J., Bannister, B., & Chiu, W, 2015). East Asian
culture has a high power distance and is collectivistic (Gelfand, etc., 2011). Values tend to obey
the group, emphasizing collective consensus and collective harmony, will prevent the
establishment of norms to prevent individuals from deviating from the collective (Chen, M., &
Miller, D., 2011; Goncalo, J. A., & Staw, B. M., 2006; Schwartz, S., 2002). This cultural
environment limits the generation and expression of unique personal ideas, thereby weakening
the level of creativity (Bechtoldt, MN, etc., 2010). However, this kind of collective interest and
harmonious culture also makes East Asia highly effective in execution. In order to gain team
understanding, people put more emphasis on the appropriateness and practicality of ideas, and
conduct more detailed investigations and elaboration before publishing ideas (Bechtoldt, MN,
etc., 2010). In Western countries, more individualistic values are presented and the novelty of
unique ideas and opinions is encouraged (Brewer, MB, & Chen, Y., 2007). As we mentioned
earlier, the definition of creativity is original and functional in most cases. In fact, different
expressions of creativity can be seen in the different emphasis of East and Western cultures.
Therefore, a certain degree of cultural output, innovation and cultural integration may achieve
the effect of enhancing creativity. Excellent cultural output results can cause a certain degree of
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cultural introduction. For example, excellent American cultural output has caused people from
many different countries in the world hoping to visit, travel, and even live in the United States.
With this as the premise, how can China achieve a certain degree of cultural output? Here I
would like to give examples of successful cases of cultural export in some countries.
The first thing I want to mention is undoubtedly Disney. Disney is undoubtedly a worldrenowned and well-known animation company. I don’t think anyone has ever watched a cartoon
produced by Disney. From Mickey Mouse in 1928, Snow White in 1937 to Frozen in 2013 and
the live-action Mulan in 20 years, Disney attracted a large number of children to watch, and
Disney's characters are becoming more and more common in daily life. Even the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) wanted to adapt Disney animated films into broadcast
animations more than once. They analyzed a lot of how the story language and rhythm of Disney
movies made it accepted and appreciated by the public. (Jackson, V., 2019) Jackson mainly
mention that BBC's experimentation with animation and radio during the 1930s and early 1940s.
It explores how the BBC adapted animation into the sound medium of radio, through an
emphasis on aesthetics and the exploitation of character. It also examines how the BBC adopted
a transmedial storytelling approach which resulted in an expanded engagement with the world
and characters developed by Disney. This also proves the wide acceptance and audience base of
Disney's animation works. Another Norwegian research paper on Disney pointed out that
because children watched too many Disney animations, when some contradictory programs
appeared on Norwegian TV, kids showed a confused mood. (Sørenssen, I., 2018) This also
shows how excellent cultural output invade the lives of the masses silently.
The field of Japanese games is also a major field of Japanese cultural output. After video
games were invented by the United States in the 1970s, at the end of 1980, Nintendo of Japan
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almost became the leader of the game industry. Although Microsoft Xbox 360 turned out in 2006,
it is still only the world's top-selling game console with Nintendo of Japan, and it has not
replaced Nintendo's dominance. Later, Microsoft invited Japanese game publishers to join their
game design. In this way, Japan has promoted its world image by virtue of video games, and has
taken a place in cultural communication. (Chen, C., 2013) Japan also realized that technology is
generated from culture, and culture can also be spread in technology. (Najita,T., 1989) In
addition, the cover of video games can also form the output and spread of culture. (Oliva, M.,
Pérez-Latorre, Ó., & Besalú, R., 2018) Oliva et al. studied the covers of the 20 best-selling
games in the United States each year from 2010 to 2014, and believed that they conveyed certain
hypertext connotations. The slogan and design of the cover are used to highlight the output of
this culture.
Compared with these cultural output cases, China's cultural output seems to be more
academically positioned. For example, I think China’s biggest cultural export achievement
should be the Confucius Institute. However, in Confucius Institutes, the contradiction between
the "Eastern other" in Canada and the "Western other" in China has caused some confusion in
the market when the "West" understands these Eastern cultures. (Schmidt, H., 2013) One of the
views expressed by Schmidt, H. in the article is that she believes that Chinese culture and
Canadian culture have resonance, but because of this cultural and expression confusion, it is
difficult for Canadians to understand this resonance. She believes that perhaps Chinese culture
should be slightly integrated into the market, and Canadians can also find this cultural resonance
through their own efforts. This undoubtedly put forward a demand for cultural creation to
Chinese culture. In addition to these cultural innovation needs, in the United States, some
researchers also mentioned that although Confucius Institutes have exploded globally, China
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seems to hope to attract foreign tourists and expand the tourism market through the Chinese
culture spread in Confucius Institutes, but it lacks the necessary mainstream media connections.
The coverage of Confucius Institutes in mainstream American media is almost blank (Metzgar,
E., & Su, J, 2017). At the same time, due to the educational differences between the two

countries, the United States is also very worried about whether the education of Confucius
Institutes will affect American education. Criticisms of this kind are very common in American
academia. Based on this premise, I think that cultural exchanges that are too de-entertainment do
not seem to receive good feedback on a global scale. Perhaps in addition to these academic
cultural export attempts that China has made, this paper can find a new, more entertaining, and
acceptable way of cultural exchange.
Here, I want to put forward a concept of "digital divide". This concept was mentioned in the
Cambridge Sociology Dictionary in 2006. Based on the development of the Internet, sociologists
believe that in the use of the Internet, due to differences in groups, the method and frequency of
Internet use will also different. For example, in the late 1980s, it was believed that men were
more involved in Internet use than women. This was the gender digital divide. But with the
passage of time and the Internet is popularized today, this gender difference seems to have been
gradually eliminated. Take this as an example, the digital divide has many factors, and now
people consider more factors that come from differences in economy, education, age and etc. For
example, perhaps due to the low level of education in a certain area, the lack of universal basic
education makes it difficult for locals to read a lot of text. This difference may rarely affect their
daily communication and life, but may be affected in Internet communications (most social
networking sites are now based on text communication). This group difference will affect the
frequency of local people's use of social applications and form a digital divide. I have introduced
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the digital divide here because I think that many visualization works have reduced some of the
digital divide caused by the level of education. I think in the next research, the digital divide and
visualization can be used as a factor to be incorporated into the next thinking.
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SECTION THREE: PROCESS PLAN
Plan to Achieve Goals and Outcomes
In my expectation, I hope that in my future work, I can introduce the advantages and charms of
the cultures of various countries, and how they can use such advantages and charms in different
national cultures, so that the world can understand their cultural charms. Moreover, culture and
innovation obviously have mutual influence. I hope to study and understand what innovations
countries have made in culture, so as to analyze the innovation and the impact of innovation on
culture.
In addition, Chinese textbooks often mention that "nationality belongs to the world", but how
"nationality" is well accepted by the world often troubles everyone. And here I think innovation
is undoubtedly a way to make the world accept national culture.
I hope that I will introduce these cultures to the readers of this article through literature research
and analysis here, and then I hope to have a CPS group discussion with my friends to discuss
some of their views on culture, cultural output and cultural innovation. I also thought about
divergent thinking and convergent thinking in the discussion, and collected their opinions and
results into my article.
Project Timeline
March 1

Finish describing the section 1-3, including background to the project, beginning

literature and resources and my process plan.
March 15th
March 29th

Write out sections 1-3 of the paper
Write section four results which includes descriptions of cultural comparison,

including additional literature, ideas for cultural output, section five Key Learning and section
six Conclusion. Confirm the preparation of CPS team members and content information.
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April 5th

Use CPS group with friends to analyse my topic, organize the results, and add

them to sections 4-6.
April 19th

Complete the content of thesis 4-6
Evaluation Plan

I think the way to evaluate my results is whether I can list 4P CPS models that I have thought
about and considered in detail.
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SECTION FOUR: OUT COMES
Because the purpose of this project is to discuss cultural exchanges, cultural output, and
cultural innovation, here, I organized a creativity conference, chaired by me, telling each
conference participant our purpose and documentation On the premise, organize everyone
together to discuss our topic. We will start the discussion from drafting a topic, and then we will
use the Creative Problem Solving steps of Clarifying, Ideating, Development and Implementing
(Firestien, 2020).
There are only 5 members in this group and I would participated in the discussion. All
members are my Chinese friends. In addition to me, the other four people in the group have
experience of studying or working overseas, or have preferences and understanding in some of
the cultural industries mentioned above. The average age of the group is 24 years old. In the
record of this discussion, I used Chinese in many places to record, and it is convenient to provide
them with some hints and associations. In the subsequent compilation, I translated part of it into
English and posted it below along with the detailed record. We chose the online video
conference communication method. In addition, we used mural's network whiteboard tool to help
us post our thoughts at any time during the meeting. So at the first, I started with the discussion
part of Clarify. Position the theme of this Creative Problem Solving in It would be better to make
cultural output more interesting.

1. Clarification in Creative Problem Solving
The first thing we did is to clarify our topic and found the keywords with 5W and 1H tool
models. 5W and 1H refer to six questions starting with who, what, why, when, where and how.
Through these six questions, we can comprehensively review the things we want to state. It is a
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creative problem solving tool. We diverged and listed creative questions for key data points as
part of clarification.This slightly makes our positioning and understanding of this issue clearer.

Next, we brainstormed to ask questions about these key points, and we tried our best to
choose more creative questions to list.
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Next, we have classified and summarized these issues, and after the discussion, we set the
"short video" as our direction.
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Because in recent social networking and online culture, the use rate of short videos is
getting higher and higher, whether it is more and more professional YouTubers in YouTube or
some sharing of life in TikTok. People seem to be more and more willing to spend their time on
small videos instead of text and pictures. In addition, we believe that short video has richer
images and information than simple pictures and text carriers. This makes it seem more attractive
than mere text and pictures. In the same time, compared to a real movie which can watch in
cinema, short videos is the movie that everyone can produce and publish, so I believe it will
closer to normal life. It allows people to directly see the life images of people on the other side of
the earth through their mobile phones. This is very interesting and full of possibilities. I think
that as a carrier of cultural dissemination, short videos may be a part of society that cannot be
ignored.

2. Ideation in Creative Problem Solving
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Next we proceeded to the Idea part. In this part, we mainly conducted divergent thinking
and brainstorming on the problem. In this part, we have prepared a lot of picture materials to
help group members to forcibly link and expand their thinking. We also put the four guidelines
for divergent thinking aside to help everyone remember the key points of brainstorming.

The next part we are going to do is "development". This step of development is mainly to
gather ideas. In this part, we will select and convergent all the ideas developed in the previous
stage, and at the same time try to associate these ideas with our theme cultural output, in order to
develop new ideas and refine these ideas for them to make the details so that they look more like
a reasonable and feasible solution.

3. Development in Creative Problem Solving
First, we also put the guidelines of convergent thinking at the beginning, so that our group
members can remember them. Then we chose the PPCo tool (Pluses, Potentials, Concerns Overcome Concerns tool) to converge and develop this idea. This tool was designed by Dr.
Firestien and his research partners in the early 1980s to be used for convergent ideas and to
15

specifically develop the details of the idea. We listed the advantages of using short videos in
three cultural outputs in this stage first.

There is no doubt about the benefits and advantages of short videos. The fast-paced content
is short, and it is very suitable for watching fragmented time, such as when on the subway and in
the toilet. This is when some people will be bored playing with their mobile phones trying to find
something to kill time, and short videos can greatly meet this demand. Secondly, the editing and
publishing of short videos is very simple. Whether it is youtube or TikTok, most short video sites
have some basic video editing functions, allowing publishers to quickly get started and make
some simple short video releases. This makes short video publishers throughout almost all ages
and all of the world. The video format is also an advantage. Even people who do not know the
text or speak a different language can understand some meaning of the message from video. This
is the digital divide, and short video may partially bridge this digital divide.
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When the publishers of these videos are "ordinary people", the content of many of their
videos may also be very ordinary. For example, an exquisite breakfast made in the morning, a
beautiful cloud seen when going out, a dance performed by a street performer, or a red wine at
home to drink in the evening. These contents are just ordinary life, but the information they
convey may be the food culture, topography, urban scenery, and humanistic stories of a certain
place in the world. The combination of these small pieces of information may be one person's
impression of an unfamiliar city.
Next we describe the opportunities and potential of this idea. We proposed that there might
be some cooperation opportunities, advertising opportunities and bring some fans. Next we
describe the opportunities and potential of this idea. We proposed that there might be some
cooperation opportunities, advertising opportunities and bring some fans. Then we considered
the possible problems of this program. Most of my team members mentioned how to make the
content of short videos popular and liked by others. One of the team members mentioned that
because of some objective cultural differences, some jokes and opinions may not be accepted by
people of other cultures. So we asked how to make people of different cultures accept our video
and find it interesting as a question. Secondly, how to make the content of short videos rich and
interesting in a short period of time is also a challenge. It is also a challenge to keep people
enthusiastic about the video.
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Then we summarized these issues, because they do have some repetitive parts. We reduced
it to three main concerns and brainstormed to collect some ideas. We finally summarized these
questions into three concerns: 1. How to popularize Chinese culture; 2. How to stay attractive;
and 3. How to ensure the update speed.
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After this brainstorming, we used the Evaluation Matrix tool to evaluate some of the
selected ideas. We set three standards, namely time, cost, and difficult. Use these three standards
to measure these ideas.
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It can be seen here that some ideas will obviously save time and cost, but it is undeniable
that some high-consumption or more complex ideas may be more interesting and have better
21

benefits. Our idea is that if we will further develop a short video plan, the cost-saving ideas can
be published in the early stage, and then the more complex ideas can be inserted regularly to
enrich the content.

4. Implement in Creative Problem Solving
Implementation is a very important stage in Creative Problem Solving 4 Sight. It brings our
entire plan to reality, so we can discuss how to implement this plan. But here, my team members
and I did not take this step. How to implement this short video plan will be the next project. This
will to be done later.
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SECTION FIVE: KEY LEARNING
First of all, I want to mention that in the reading and collation of the literature, I
undoubtedly learned that culture and creativity are mutually reinforcing and close relative.
Different cultures can enable people to broaden their horizons, understand the world, and
understand the different creative needs of “value” by people in different regions. Secondly, one
of the key point in creativity I think is the blurring and integration of boundaries. In the
communication of different cultures, we can merge different cultures to create new things. This
is one of the reasons why I proposed cultural exchange and cultural output.
Disney is undoubtedly one of the best in this kind of cultural fusion. After studying this
project and thinking about Disney, I think that what Disney has done very well is cultural
integration. They adapted different fairy tales from all over the world and introduced them to
everyone with their excellent film and television art and lens language. These stories not only
have the characteristics and culture of a certain place in the world, but also incorporate the
unique culture of Disney and the United States. This is Disney's creation of traditional culture.
The combination of them has injected new vitality into the ancient culture, making these ancient
cultures glow with new vitality, so that the world has fallen in love with Disney and Disney's
stories.
Japan has also completed this creative integration of culture and modern media carriers.
Another very representative cultural output here is Japanese game and animation culture.
Compared to Disney, Japan has chosen a more "cute" and "ethnic" route. I think there are very
few people in the world who don't know Pikachu and Ninja. The former's cute appearance and its
daily story are well-known around the world, and even many years later, there are still new
games and movies in production today. For example, the mobile game Pokemon Go and the
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movie Detective Pikachu released in 2019. Even though these Pokémon backgrounds are now
more integrated into the streets and lanes of various countries (for example, Pokemon Go is a
walking fitness game built on the background of the player's city map streets), they also make
people around the world know that Pikachu is from Japan of. So what is Japan like? This kind of
curiosity may form a series of chemical reactions, and this is also a kind of cultural output. The
same type of Japanese image also includes Hello Kitty and so on. In contrast, the ninja is a more
ethnic way. Since early days, Japan has produced various animated stories with the theme of
their ancient special occupation "ninja". For example, Ninja Rantaro, Naruto, etc. So that
children all over the world know what kind of character a ninja is, and you can even see children
imitating a ninja running between cities in the American animation South Park. In addition, there
is another very famous ninja story in the United States-Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. All these
prove that Japanese culture is well exported in the world.
Based on the above examples and the many documents we mentioned in Section two, I
think that cultural communication needs a certain carrier. This kind of carrier has a certain
relationship with the choice of the times. For example, the earliest cultural carrier in modern
times may come from the library, in which books, newspapers and periodicals are all cultural
carriers (Usherwood, B., & Usherwood, M., 2021). After that, radio and television became the
main carrier of cultural communication. However, the times continue to advance. Under the
catalysis of technology, video games and mobile games have also become part of cultural
carriers, and they have spread rapidly among young people in the world. Driven by the times, we
must find more creative technology carriers and creative cultural integration to achieve the
output effect. In today's society, if we are looking for newer cultural carriers, I think new media
(mobile social applications and some online instant messaging platforms) can be a good way.
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The new short video culture in recent years may be a good carrier. It is very popular among
young people and extends to many professions, such as professional YouTuber and professional
TikTok studio.
Therefore, as a result of what I learned from the literature, I chose a short video for the the
CPS group activity in Section Four. We have discussed a lot of how to use short videos to carry
out this kind of cultural output activities. The first thing that jumped to our mind is still the new
compilation of some interesting ancient Chinese legends. People love the various races in the
Lord of the Rings that are different from humans, the magic of Harry Potter, and the adventure
stories of the Chronicles of Narnia. There are many such stories and races in ancient Chinese
culture. In legends in China, the gods can call the wind and rain. Humans can become new gods
by comprehending the truth of the world. Animals can once become humans and hide in human
society. These are all cultural stories that we can use to innovate, and even some stories are not
well understood by modern Chinese, if we can achieve this kind of innovation, modern Chinese
can also understand and love our traditional culture better. In the work of short videos, we may
be able to split these stories into five-minute independent stories for interpretation. But this will
take a lot of time. So we considered another way of cultural expression, which is a kind of
expression closer to life. That is, we may be able to use more fragments of life to show everyone
the characteristics of Chinese culture. For example, there is a street in my hometown with a
variety of unique local snacks on the both sides. It is because my hometown was once a large
inland port city in China, so people have made a variety of snacks to eat while walking and can
be carried on the port and on the boat. These foods may not have been seen by many people
living in the plains. There are many small tribes in southern and the western of China, and they
also have their own unique lifestyles. For example, people living in Guangxi will have an extra
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three-day holiday in March every year, because this is their folk song festival. They will put on
their costumes and sing in duet between the mountains. For example, we can use drones to take
pictures in the sky above a city, so that everyone can see what the beauty of the city looks like.
These small points in life are composed of culture. This is the China that I want to show to the
world.
However, through the discussion in Development stage, we also found many problems. On
the one hand, we still hope to publish small historical stories in various fragments of life, because
some customs are caused by these historical events. However, some members of the group worry
that when telling the story, there will be something that non-local people cannot understand (like
some unique language homophonic jokes). This will greatly reduce the fun effect of the video.
On the other hand, how to attract everyone's attention, how to make everyone like it, and how to
stand out in various videos is also a problem. Others mentioned that the age of the audience may
affect their like and acceptance of the video. For example, older people over 50 years and young
people around 20 years may have different preferences for videos. We should restrict and target
the age of the audience. Furthermore, Some people think that due to the limitation of the length
of short videos, compared to long-time movies and some excellent games, short videos are
difficult to tell too many deep and impressive things. Some members have also think that China
now has some impressive cultural products, such as panda and Jackie Chan's Kung Fu movies.
Life fragments that are too plain may be difficult to surpass the deep impression that these things
leave. However, these are the problems we mainly hope to solve in the Development stage in our
Section 4 CPS group. I believe that if we maintain the pace and rhythm of this creative cultural
integration, and try to operate, it is not without the possibility of success. And also, at the same
time, we have to admit that the short video culture can reduce many digital divides, so that
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people of different education levels and different network usage frequencies can understand this
information through images and voices. This is also an important advantage of short video
culture.
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SECTION SIX: CONCLUSION
The project mainly focused on a certain degree of research and discussion on culture and
creativity. First, I studies the interaction between culture and creativity. Culture affects creativity,
and creativity also enhances the power of culture. Second, why the different cultures pursued
different creativity. Different cultures have different understandings and pursuits of value. This
leads to differences in the value of creativity required, and cultural integration can create new
value demands from different aspects. Third, I focused on the discussion of cultural output and
cultural output innovation in different cultures, and tried to find creative output methods of
Chinese culture. Chinese cultural creative needs a carrier and, at this time, short videos that
choose the trend of the times may be able to embark on a new path.
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